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Abstract 

This study aims at testing the weak form of efficient market hypothesis in the Nigerian capital market. The scope of the 
study consist of all securities traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange and the month end value of the All 
Share Index from 2001 – 2010 constitute the data analyzed. The serial correlation technique of data analysis was used to 
test for independence of successive price movement and the distributive pattern while runs test was used to test for 
randomness of share price movement. The result of the serial correlation shows that the correlation coefficients did not 
violate the two-standard error test. Furthermore, the Box-Ljung statistic shows that none of the serial correlation 
coefficients was significant and the Box pierce Q statistics shows that the overall significance of the serial correlation 
test was poor while the result of the distribution pattern shows that stock price movements are approximately normal. on 
the basis of  this findings ,we conclude that successive price changes of stocks traded on the floor of the Nigerian 
Capital Market are independent and random therefore, the Nigerian Capital Market is efficient in the weak-form. 

Keywords: Efficiency, Randomness, Independence, Share price, All share index 

1. Introduction 

The efficiency of stock markets has been a major area of research in financial economics, particularly as it pertains to 
stock markets of developing economies (Rapuluchukwu, 2010). This is because of the implication of market efficiency 
to the functioning of the capital market; especially as it concerns investors’ returns and thus stimulation of investor’s 
interest in market activities. It is believed that the behaviour of stock prices is explained by the behaviour of investors. 
Stock market forecasting is marked more by its failure than by its successes since stock prices reflect the judgments and 
expectations of investors based on information available (Aguebor, Adewole and Maduegbuna, 2010). Remarkably, 
efforts have been made to apply econometric techniques of model building in the prediction of stock prices in a bid to 
demonstrate that the market fluctuations are essentially unpredictable (Brealey and Myers, 1996; and Brummelhuis, 
2005). Fama and French (1988) have argued that there are long-term pattern in stock prices with several years of 
upswing followed by more sluggish periods. According to Fama (1965; 1995), a stock market where successive price 
changes in individual securities are independent is by their definition, a random walk market. Specifically, stock prices 
following a random walk imply that the price changes are as independent of one another as the gains and losses. The 
independence assumption of the random walk hypothesis is valid as long as knowledge of the past behaviour of the 
series of price changes cannot be used to increase expected gains (Aguebor, etal 2010). More specifically, if successive 
price changes for a given security are independent, then there is no problem in timing purchases and sales of the security. 
A simple policy of buying and holding the security will be as good as any more complicated mechanical procedure for 
timing purchase and sales (Fama, 1965; 1995).  

The stock market, more than ever before, is increasingly becoming one of the most popular investments outlet in recent 
times due to its high returns and the market has gradually become an integral part of the global economy to the extent 
that any fluctuation in this market influences personal and corporate financial lives as well as the economic health of a 
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country. Furthermore, the stock market is crucial to the nation’s economic development because it, among other 
functions, performs the vital function of financial intermediation in the economy by taking money from the surplus units 
in the economy and channelling same to the deficit units in the economy. However, the ability of the stock market to 
perform its role effectively and assure investors of fair returns is contingent on the extent to which it can be said to be 
efficient. This underscores the essence of studies that seek to test stock market efficiency. If a market is not efficient 
then, behaviourally, stocks that outperform the market will inspire positive sentiments among investors while stocks that 
under-perform may induce panic. Consequently, stocks that under-perform at any given point in time relative to the 
market are more sensitive to new information (Lulia, 2009). In other words, there is a negative relationship between the 
measure of price sensitivity to news and the stock’s performance relative to the market. On the other hand, panic drives 
the price sensitivity to new information than the thrill of investing in a high-return stock does, or simply yet, the 
downside hurts investors more than the upside helps them (Lulia, 2009).     

In an active market made up of knowledgeable investors, securities will be fairly priced to reflect all available 
information (Fama, 1965). If a market is efficient then the security price, at any given time, will fully incorporate all 
available information and thus make it impossible for any investor to outperform the market. This study therefore aims 
to test the weak form of efficient market hypothesis in the Nigerian capital market with a view to determining whether 
the Nigerian capital market is efficient or not; and to determining whether the Nigerian capital market provides investors 
with fair returns on their investments or otherwise.  

The main objective of the study is to test the weak form of the efficient market hypothesis in the Nigerian capital market. 
The specific objectives are to determine: whether the movements in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the 
Nigerian stock exchange are independent and whether the movements in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the 
Nigerian stock exchange are random. The scope of this study consists of all securities trade on the floor of the Nigerian 
stock Exchange within the period 2001 -2010. Since the study is concerned with movements in stock prices, the 
All-Share Index; which is the aggregation of the price gains and losses for a given period was used. Consequently, the 
month-end values of All-Share Index for the period 2001 – 2010 constitute the data for this study. 

2. Review of Related Literatures 

The investment process provides an opportunity for firms to finance their operations and thus ensure that they do not go 
bankrupt due to paucity of funds. The central problem of man as revealed by economics is the paucity of resources 
vis-à-vis the demands for these resources. This underscores the need for efficient allocation of resources. In order for the 
investor to allocate resources efficiently, there is need for thorough security analysis, selection, supervision, and 
rationalization (Herman, 2001). Thorough security analysis will predispose the investors to make the adequate decision 
regarding the appropriate security or securities to invest in, as well as when to invest in the securities, with a view to 
maximizing their returns. But the ability of the investors to enhance their returns through security analysis is a function 
of the nature of the capital market in which they operates.  

Security Analysis concerns the evaluation of securities with a view to determining which, when, and what quantity to 
buy as well as which, when and what quantity to sell. Traditional security analysis involves the identification of 
undervalued securities to buy and overvalued securities to sell by security analysts (Fisher and Jordan, 2005). However, 
modern day thinking, strongly influenced by the efficient market hypothesis (sometimes called the Random walk theory) 
questions the validity of, or benefit to be derived from traditional security analysis. Consequently, modern security 
analysis is the entire process of estimating return and risk for individual securities. The process of modern security 
analysis sees only indirect benefits resulting from the analyst’s risk-return calculations (Fisher and Jordan, 2005). 
Basically, traditional security analysis is done to determine the intrinsic value of securities. On the basis of the estimated 
intrinsic value and the market price, the analyst will be able to determine whether the security is currently undervalued 
(in which case the investor will be advised to buy) or whether the security is overvalued, in which case, a sell option is 
appropriate. The major thrust of security analysis is to examine the industries’ securities and those of individual 
companies with a view to developing value and return expectations for securities and thus distinguish over-priced 
securities from under-priced ones. Overpriced ones attract a sell option while under-priced ones attract a buy option. To 
this end, security analysis seeks to assist investors to optimize returns for their investments. There are five major theories 
that seek to explain stock price behaviour; they are - the fundamental school; the technical school; Macroeconomic 
Hypothesis School, the Behavioural School; and the Efficient Market hypothesis. This study however focused on the 
efficient market hypothesis. 

2.1 Efficient Market hypothesis 

The Efficient Market Hypothesis was first published by Louis Bachelier, a French mathematician, in his PhD 
dissertation “The Theory of Speculation” however, his work was largely ignored until the 1950s. Efficient Market 
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Hypothesis, as a prominent theoretical position, evolved in the mid-1960s from the PhD Dissertation of Eugene Fama. 
He persuasively made the argument that in an active market, which includes many well-informed and intelligent 
investors, securities will be appropriately priced, and reflect all available information (Investor Home, 2008). Thus, if a 
market is efficient, no information or analysis can be expected to result in the out-performance of an appropriate 
benchmark. Both the “technical” and “fundamental” analysts have been challenged by scholars who subscribe to the 
efficient market hypothesis. The “efficient market hypothesis” posits that investors adjust securities prices rapidly to 
reflect the effect of new information (Maku and Atanda, 2009). Proponents of the efficient market hypothesis argue that 
stock prices are essentially random and therefore, there is no chance for profitable speculation in the stock market. The 
efficient market hypothesis is based on the assumption that share prices follow a random walk and successive price 
changes are independent of each other (Rapuluchukwu, 2010). This implies that no individual can make supernormal 
profit from trading in securities since the share prices are not mis-priced in any form of systematic or predictable way 
(Mishra, 2009). Samuels and Wilkes (1981) defined an efficient market as one in which prices of traded securities 
always fully reflect all publicly available information concerning those securities. Furthermore, Samuels and Wilkes 
(1981) identified necessary conditions for an efficient market to include accurate signals for investors’ choices. This 
implies that today’s price which reflects all publicly available information is the best estimate of tomorrow’s price 
(Osaze, 2000). Reily (1989) sees an efficient market as one in which security prices adjust rapidly to the infusion of new 
information and current stock prices fully reflect all available information, including the risks involved. Thus, a stock 
market is said to be efficient if information is widely and cheaply available to investors such that share prices are fair. A 
fair share price is one which reflects all available, relevant, and ascertainable information in the market. An Efficient 
Stock market results from the presence of numerous, rational profit maximizing investors, who are actively competing 
with one another. 

Malkiel (2003) further reiterated that irrespective of the kind of analysis, whether technical analysis (study of past stock 
prices to predict future prices) or fundamental analysis (study of economy, industry and company related factors), no 
analyst can make abnormal profit; hence, market prices will reflect best estimates for the risk and expected returns from 
the assets based on all the information available as at the time of reference (Gupta and Basu, 2007). Information 
reflected by the current stock prices includes information particular to the company offering the shares and information 
general to the market. All these information follow a random order in their occurrences and are reflected by the share 
prices, therefore, no person can accurately predict their occurrence. An interesting feature of the random walk 
hypothesis is the persistence of random shocks. Early empirical tests of the random-walk hypothesis by scholars like 
Fama (1965) showed significant departures from randomness; and were both inconclusive and insufficient (Maku and 
Atanda, 2009). The major thrust of the Random Walk Hypothesis is that the current prices of stocks already fully reflect 
all the information that is contained in the historical sequence of prices. Consequently, forecasting future stock prices 
through the examination of the historical sequence of prices does not yield any benefit to the investors. If this random 
walk hypothesis is true, then, it is a direct repudiation of the technical analysis. If there is no value in studying past 
prices and past price changes, then, there is no value in technical analysis (Fisher and Jordan, 2005). Jensen (1978) 
defines the efficient market as one where there is a zero-competitive equilibrium condition and it is impossible to make 
economic profit (the risk adjusted returns net of all cost) by trading on the available set of information present in time t. 
The information present at time t is all the information presently reflected in the current stock prices. The implication is 
that the stock price at time t is as a result of all the available information t and stock price in time t+1 reflect all available 
information at t+1 because when information infiltrates into the market it spreads quickly and it is incorporated into the 
stock prices immediately (Malkiel, 2003). Therefore, the present stock price cannot accurately be used to predict the 
future stock price. The implications of the Efficient Market Hypothesis are profound. Most individuals who buy and sell 
securities (stocks in particular) do so under the assumption that the securities that they are buying are worth more than 
the price that they are paying, while the securities that they are selling are worth less than the selling price. But if 
markets are efficient and current price fully reflect all information, then, buying and selling securities in an attempt to 
outperform the market will effectively be a game of chance rather than skill (Investor Home, 2008).  In view of the 
foregoing, the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) argues that the future price of a security, given today’s set of 
information, is equal to today’s price compounded at some desired return that is commesurate with the risk associated 
with the security. There are basically three broad categories of the efficient market hypothesis. – the Weak Form, the 
Semi-Strong Form, and the strong Form. One might more readily understand the distinctions and variations of the 
various forms of the more general efficient market hypothesis by viewing it and its variations as lying on a continuum, 
with the so-called Random Walk Model at one end (Fisher and Jordan, 2005). 
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2.2 Empirical literatures  

Though no stock market is generally believed to be strong-form efficient, most early tests of stock markets in 
industrialised countries have typically been unable to reject null hypotheses of semi-strong and weak-form efficiency 
[Fama, 1970]. Some recent studies, however, have tested for the semi-strong and weak-form efficiency in developing 
countries, focusing primarily on the emerging Asian economies, the Latin American markets, African and the Middle 
East. Chan, Gup, and Pan [1992], for example, use unit root tests that show weak-form stock market efficiency in Hong 
Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan. Liu, Song and Romilly [1997] find that both the Shanghai and Shenzhen 
Chinese stock market indices are characterised by a random walk and are thus weak-form efficient, although 
cointegration tests indicate joint inefficiency between the two markets, i.e. past returns from one market can be used to 
predict returns in another. Groenewold and Ariff [1998], carrying out unit-root tests on a set of ten stock markets in the 
Asia/Pacific region, find some evidence of violations of weak-form efficiency, yet they find the violations fairly mild in 
most markets. Ormos, Mihaley (2002) empirically tested the efficiency of Hungarian Capital Market in its semi-strong 
and strong form. The study focused to examine whether the Hungarian Capital Market was efficient in the semi-strong 
form. The investigation was based on the capital market data over the period 1991 to 2000, which was analyzed by 
employing event study. The study concluded that strong form of efficiency of capital market does not completely hold 
true, thereby supporting that Hungarian Capital Market is semi-strong form efficient.. Hadi (2006) threw light on the 
types of Efficient Market Hypothesis. He undertook a detailed research that tested weak, semi-strong and strong forms 
of market efficiency. It is observed that accounting based research generally assumes that market is efficient in 
semi-strong form. The reason behind this is that the financial reports are considered public information once they have 
been released in the market. He provided empirical evidence from the Jordanian market, which suggested that the 
security market reacted with mixed signals on releasing profitability, liquidity and solvency information. 

In a test on Latin American stock markets, Urrutia [1995] finds that these markets generally fail to pass tests of 
weak-form efficiency in that they do not follow a random walk. However, he finds them weak-form efficient by means 
of a runs test, implying that investors are unlikely to be able to develop trading strategies to earn excess returns. El-Erian 
and Kumar [1995] find some departures from weak-form efficiency in Middle Eastern stock markets, but emphasise the 
serial dependence is sufficiently weak that it likely has little value in predicting future prices. Their finding is consistent 
with that of Butler and Malaikah [1992], who find statistically significant autocorrelation in the stock markets of Kuwait 
and Saudi Arabia.  

Iqbal and Mallikarjunappa, (2007) tested market reaction to quarterly earnings announcement of 149 companies listed 
on the Bombay Stock Exchange for September 2001 by employing both parametric and nonparametric tests. It is 
observed that during event window, runs test are not significant at 5% level, which signifies that abnormal returns occur 
randomly. On the other hand, t-test rejects the existence of abnormal returns on daily basis, which provides an 
opportunity to beat the market and earn abnormal returns. The study concludes that Indian stock market is not efficient 
in semi-strong form. Yalama, Abdullah and Selik, Sibel (2008) investigated semi-strong form efficiency in Istanbul 
Stock Exchange Market (ISE-100), Foreign Exchange Market (FEM) and Inter-bank Money Market (IMM) in respect to 
changes in Currency and Circulation (CIC). The data consist of the daily frequency over the period 1990-2008 which 
was analyzed by employing Toda Yamamoto Causality method. The study concludes that there is the causality 
relationship running from CIC to FEM and CIC to IMM. However, there is no causality relationship running from CIC 
to ISE-100. This result implies that in Turkey, money market is semi-strong form efficient while capital market is not. 

Two pieces of research that focus specifically on African markets are Dickinson and Muragu [1994] and Olowe [1999]. 
Dickinson and Muragu create a database of weekly prices over ten years of the 30 most actively traded equities on the 
Nairobi Stock Exchange. They fail to find evidence inconsistent with weak-form efficiency in the stock exchange by 
means of both runs tests and Q-test statistics, but suggest that a number of studies must be carried out on any market 
using a variety of methodologies to draw firm conclusions about weak-form efficiency. Olowe [1999] carries out tests 
using monthly data on 59 randomly selected securities from 1981-92 on the Nigerian Stock Exchange. He finds the 
Nigerian market to conform to weak-form efficiency in joint Q-tests of partial autocorrelation coefficients for ten lags in 
the return data, though he argues that poor informational flows and inefficient communications systems cast doubts on 
the ability of the market to pass higher hurdles of efficiency. 

Besides Olowe (1999) study, other empirical tests of the Weak form of the Efficient Market hypothesis have been 
conducted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange by Ekechi (2002), Inegbedion (2009), Aguegbo, etal (2010) and 
Rapuluchukwu (2010). Results of the various tests are not consistent. While the studies conducted by Odukwe (1983), 
Ayadi (1983), and Rapuluchukwu (2010) concluded that the Nigerian Stock Market is efficient in the weak form, those 
conducted by Ekechi (2002) Inegbedion (2009), as well as Aguegbo, etal (2010), indicate that the Nigerian Stock 
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Market is not efficient in the Weak form. But it is pertinent to note that all the studies that showed that the Nigerian 
Stock Market is Efficient in the weak form utilized the All-Share Index of the Nigerian Stock Exchange, which is the 
aggregation of price gains and losses for all the securities traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange, in their 
analysis; while the studies that showed that the market was not efficient in the weak form used a sample of selected 
securities 

3. Research Methodology 

This study examines the price of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian stock exchanges for a period of time and 
observes changes in the shares prices with a view of determining the efficiency of the market, consequently, it is a 
longitudinal survey. This is consistent with Agbonifoh and Yomere,(2010) who see longitudinal survey as one which 
studies a phenomenon, event or group over a period of time. Specifically, a careful description of the model 
specification as well as the method of data analysis is presented below. 

3.1Hypotheses                                                                                                 

In view of the problem definition of the study, the following hypotheses (stated in the null form) were tested. 

1) The Movements in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the Nigeria stock exchange are not independent; 

2) The Movements in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the Nigeria stock exchange are not random.  

3.2 Data Analysis Method 

The research data were analyzed using descriptive and inferential statistics distribution patterns (test for normality of 
distribution of price changes), which is a measure of the randomness of price changes, serve as the descriptive statistics 
while inferential tests consist of testing the All-share index of the Nigerian stock exchange, which measure changes in 
the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian stock exchange, for independence (using serial correlation test) 
and randomness(using runs test). 

3.2.1 Test for independence of data. 

The serial correlation test was used to test for independence of successive stock price. Otherwise known as 
autocorrelation, serial correlation is a non parametric test for independence. Specifically, it measures the relationship 
between successive values of a given variable. 

A Stochastic process is said to be strictly stationary if its properties are unaffected by a change in time origin. This 
implies that the joint probability distribution associated with N observations Zt1, Zt2…..,Ztn is the same as that associated 
with n observations Zt1+k, t2+k….Ztn+k made at times t1+k, t2+k….tn+k. The serial correlation of N observation at lag k is 
given by. 
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And -1 ≤ RK ≤ 1 in line with Fama (1990) two control limits was computed using the estimates -2rp < R < 2rp. If the 
serial correlation estimates exceed the test limits above, the distribution of price would be termed not normal. That is, 
current prices are good indicators of future stock price movements. 

3.2.2 Test for significance of P, the coefficient of serial correlation.  

The Ljung- box test was used to test for significance of the serial correlation test for the individual lags while the 
Box-pierce (Q) test was used to test for significance of R, the serial correlation coefficient.  

Here, Q = n∑(ri)² 2X²M where  

Q = box – pierce statistics; 

Ri = serial correlation coefficient of the all-share index for different lags; 

X²n= tabulated (critical) value of the chi-square statistic with n degrees of freedom;  

N = minimum number of lags; and number of data point, observations in the sample,  

3.2.3 Test For Randomness Of Stock Prices  

Test for randomness will be achieved through distribution patterns and Runs tests. 
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Distribution Patterns: This test involves plotting proportionate price changes to determine whether the shape conforms 
to the normal distribution, if it does then the share price changes can be said to be random; 

Runs Test: This Z test will be used to test for randomness of data, 
Z = R + 0.5 + R 
      SR 

Where 1 2

1 2
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N N
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Where N1 = number of positive price changes; N2 = number of negative price change; and SR = standard deviation of 
the distribution of the number of price changes. 

4. Presentation and Analysis of Rsesults 

In this section, the relevant research data, which consist of changes in the prices of all the shares listed on the floor of the 
Nigerian Stock Exchange, measured by the All-Share Index(Table I), were examined. The data were analyzed, after 
adjustment for stationarity by integration (differencing) of order one. Three types of tests were conducted: 

‐ The serial (auto) correlation test – this was used to test for independence of the Movement (Changes) in the 
prices of  

 shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange; 

‐ The Runs test; which was done to test for randomness of the stock price movements; and 

‐ Distribution Pattern, which was used to further test for randomness of the distribution of the stock price 
changes.   

In addition to the above, the two standard error test, Ljung- Box, and the Box-Pierce test were used to test for 
significance of the serial correlation coefficients. On the basis of the series of tests conducted, the research inferences 
were made. 

4.1 Test of Hypotheses 

Ho1:  Successive changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are independent. 
i.e ρ = o 

Ha1:  Successive changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are not 
independent. i.e ρ ≠ o 

BOX-PIERCE TEST (Q) 

Q = n∑ri
2 ~ �m   

Here, n =120 = number of data points; 

ri = serial correlation coefficient for the ith lag; and 

m = number of lags. 

Therefore, Q = 120[(0.066)2 + (-0.036)2 + (-0.058)2 + (-0.045)2 + (-0.065)2 + (0.097)2 + (-0.175)2 + (.027)2 + (-0.139)2 + 
(-0.084)2 + (-0.076)2 + (0.087)2 + (0.046)2 + (0.068)2 + (0.107)2 + (0.064)2] = 120 x 0.118148 = 14.17776 

�m = �0.05,16 = 26.3. 

Results of the Box Pierce Q statistic indicate that the overall significance of the serial correlation test is poor since the 
calculated value of the Box Pierce Q is less than the tabulated value. The implication is that we cannot reject Ho. In 
other words, it is reasonable to conclude, at the ninety five percent (95%) confidence level that the changes in the prices 
of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian stock Exchange are independent. Results of the autocorrelation test indicate 
that the autocorrelation coefficients did not violate the two standard error test (see appendix). Furthermore, the 
Box-Ljung statistic indicates that none of the autocorrelation coefficients was significant since none of the asymptotic 
significant probabilities was less than 0.05, the assumed level of significance. Consequently, we do not reject the null 
hypothesis (H01). To this end, we may conclude at the ninety five percent (95%) confidence level that successive price 
changes for shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are independent.  

Ho2: Successive changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are random 
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Ha2: Successive changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are not random.  

Results in table II indicate that the calculated value of the Z test statistic for the runs test is -1.748 with an associated 
asymptotic significant probability associated with of 0.081.  Consequently, at a significant level of five percent (5%) we 
do not reject the null hypothesis. We may thus conclude at the ninety five percent (95%) confidence level that the 
movements in the price of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are random. In the same vein, the 
results of the Distribution Pattern of Stock Price Movements in the Nigerian Stock Exchange is approximately normal, 
thus indicating that changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are random. This is 
consistent with the results of the runs test. In view of the results of the two hypotheses, which suggest that prices of the 
shares traded on the floor of the Nigerian stock exchange are both independent and random, it is evident that the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange is efficient in the weak form.  

5. Findings 

A careful examination of the serial correlation coefficients of the changes in the prices of the securities traded in the 
Nigerian stock Exchange for the sixteen (16) lags shows that none of them exceeded the two- standard error limit based 
on the standard errors computed from the outputs of serial correlation coefficients. The implication is that the serial 
correlation coefficients are not significant, thus suggesting that the changes in the prices of shares traded on the floor of 
the Nigerian stock exchange are independent. Furthermore, the Box-Ljung test for significance of the serial correlation 
coefficients shows that none of the asymptotic significant probabilities is less than 0.05, thus suggesting that none of the 
serial correlation coefficients is significant. Again, the implication is that the changes in the prices of shares traded on 
the floor of the Nigerian stock exchange are not serially correlated and are thus independent. Lastly, the Box-pierce test 
for the overall significance of the serial correlation coefficients was not significant at the 5% level, thus indicating that 
the serial correlation coefficients, taken together, are all not significant. This further consolidates the results of the 
two-standard error tests and Box-Ljung test.  

In testing for randomness of the changes in the prices of stocks, the study utilized distribution patterns and runs test. An 
examination of the distribution patterns of stock price changes shows that the pattern is approximately normal, thus 
suggesting that the changes in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the Nigerian stock exchange is random. The 
runs test for randomness of price changes revealed that fifty-one (51) out of the one hundred and twenty observations of 
price changes used had cases less than the test value while sixty-eight (68) of the observations had cases more than the 
test value. The number of runs is 50. Low number of runs indicates a preponderance of a particular pattern of price 
changes while a high number of runs indicate interruptions of a particular pattern of price changes by another pattern. 
The calculated Z value of -1.746 shows that the runs tests was not significant at the 5% level since the asymptotic 
significant probability of 0.081 is not less than 0.05 the assumed level of significance, thus implying that successive 
changes in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the  Nigerian stock Market are random. Here, randomness 
suggests that price movement on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange does not tend to follow any particular pattern. 
Results of the runs test are consistent with those revealed by the distribution patterns of stock price changes. In the light 
of the foregoing, serial correlation test for independence and the runs test for randomness, it is evident that the Nigerian 
Capital Market is efficient in the weak form since the movement in the prices of shares traded on the floor of the 
Nigerian stock exchange is random. The results of this study are consistent with Olowe (2002), and Rapuluchukwu 
(2010); who had earlier conducted similar test using share price data from the Nigerian Stock Exchange. However, the 
results are inconsistent with the findings of Ekechi (2002) and Inegbedion (2009). 

6. Conclusion 

Based on the above findings, this study concludes that: 

*The Past and future prices of stocks traded in the Nigerian Stock market are independent. This finding refutes the 
technical analysis proposition that assumes relationship between successive share prices of any firm over a study period; 

*Successive changes in the prices of stocks traded in the Nigerian Stock market are random. This finding is consistent 
with the underlying assumption of the Random Walk Theory that security prices are random in an Efficient Market. The 
implication is that the Nigerian Capital Market is efficient in the weak form because a prerequisite for a weak-form of 
efficient market is that its security prices follow the Random Walk theory by being random;  

The uniqueness of this study is based on the fact that it updated empirical studies on stock price movement and the 
weak-form of market efficiency in the Nigerian Stock Market; and it used a combination of serial correlation tests and 
runs tests as the basis for determining “Weak-Form of Market Efficiency” rather than just serial correlation tests as was 
the case in most previous studies.  
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7. Recommendations 

Evidence from this study shows that changes in the prices of stocks traded on the floor of the Nigerian Stock Exchange are 
random. This has important implications for the fortune of equity investors. In view of the problem definition and research 
findings, the following recommendations are suggested: 

*  There is need for investors to desist from futile attempts at forecasting share prices. Since the Nigerian Capital 
Market is efficient in the weak form, any new information about any security will cause security prices adjust rapidly to the 
infusion of such new information. To this end, current stock-prices will, as much as possible, always fully reflect all 
available information; 

* There is need for policy makers to enlighten potential investors of the opportunities that are available in the stock 
market. Such enlightenment should seek to stimulate their interest in capital market activities and thus increase the 
breadth and depth of the capital market. 

* Given the weak-form efficiency of the Nigerian capital market, increased capital market activities will undoubtedly 
lead to the enhancement in the allocation of resources since an efficient capital market is instrumental to the efficient 
allocation of a nation’s financial resources.  
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Appendix 

Table 1. Nigerian Stock Exchange All-Share Index   Month end Values (2001 – 2010) 

MONTH 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

JAN 8794.2 10650 13298.8 22712.9 23073.79 23679.44 36784.51 58570.55 21813.76 22594.9 

FEB 9180.5 10581.9 13668.8 24797.4 21953.5 23842.99 40730.71 65652.38 23377.14 22985 

MAR 9159.8 11214.4 13531.1 22896.4 20682.37 23336.6 43456.14 63015.56 19851.89 25966.25

APR 9591.6 11399.1 13448 25793 21961.7 23301.22 47323.99 59440.91 21491.11 26453.2 

MAY 10253.8 11486.7 14086.3 27730.8 21482.08 24745.66 49930.19 58929.02 29700.24 26183.21

JUNE 10937.3 12440.7 14565.5 28887.4 21564.78 26161.15 51330.46 55949 26861.55 25384.14

JUL 10576.4 12458.2 13962 27062.1 21911 27880.5 53021.68 53110.91 25286.61 24286.62

AUG 10320 12327.9 15426 23774.3 22935.36 33096.37 50291.09 47789.2 23009.1 24268.24

SEP 10274.2 11811.6 16500.5 22739.7 24635.91 32554.6 50229.01 46216.13 22065 28223.43

OCT 11091.4 11811.6 18743.5 23354.8 25873.81 32643.68 50201.82 36325.86 21804.69 25042.16

NOV 11169.6 11622.7 19319.3 23270.5 24355.85 31632.54 54189.92 33025.75 21010.29 25000 

DEC 10963.1 12137.7 20128.9 23844.5 24085.76 33189.3 57990.22 31450.78 20827.17 24770.52

Source: Nigerian Stock Exchange Fact book (2010).  

NON PARAMETRIC TESTS 

Table II. Runs Test for Randomness of share price data 

 DIFF (VAR 000002,1)
TEST VALUES 
Cases � Test Value 
Cases ≥ Test value 
Total Cases 
Number of Runs 
Z 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)

-97.7462 
51 
68 
119 
52 

-1.748 
0.081 

Table III. Summary of Results of First Order Serial Correlation of Month end Changes in the All Shares Index of the 
Nigerian stock Exchange (JAN 2001 – 2010)  

LAG AUTOCORRELATION STD 
ERROR 

BOX-LJUNG STATISTIC 
VALUE DF SIG. 

1 0.066 0.092 0.532 1 0.466 
2 -0.036 0.092 0.688 2 0.709 
3 -0.58 0.092 1.109 3 0.775 
4 0.045 0.092 1.364 4 0.850 
5 0.065 0.093 1.896 5 0.863 
6 -0.097 0.093 3.096 6 0.797 
7 -0.175 0.094 7.044 7 0.424 
8 0.027 0.097 7.140 8 0.522 
9 -0.136 0.097 9.564 9 0.387 
10 -0.084 0.098 10.503 10 0.398 
11 -0.076 0.099 11.271 11 0.421 
12 0.087 0.099 12.285 12 0.423 
13 0.046 0.100 12.576 13 0.481 
14 0.068 0.100 13.214 14 0.510 
15 0.107 0.101 14.799 15 0.466 
16 0.064 0.102 15.376 16 0.497 
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